
AI in Heavy Industry Part 2: Resource Erectors Puts
it to the Virtual Test

Trouble on the Plant Floor: When VFDs Go Rogue!

Kal Gal to the Rescue in Concrete Plant Shutdown

Picture this scenario unfolding at your ready mix concrete or cement plant:

It's a typical day on the plant floor at Acme Aggs and Cement Inc. That is until the aggregate

conveyor line grinds to a shuddering halt 2 hours into production. Perplexed maintenance

workers rush to the scene and discover shredded bearings reduced to a shadow of their former

steel perfection. But these aren't your run-of-the-mill bearing failures - instead, telltale pits

pockmark the worn races, as if battered by electrical arcs.

The crew turns to their new industrial AI assistant Kal Gal for troubleshooting aid. "Gentlemen,

it sounds like you may be dealing with damaging bearing currents caused by variable frequency

drive operation," she responds. VFDs can induce high-frequency currents directly into

unprotected bearings, accelerating wear over time.

The plant maintenance crew rushes over to my workstation screen looking worried. "What
seems to be the issue, gentlemen?" I inquire. After explaining the bearing damage, one cigar
chomping hard hat, the shift supervisor Charlie says, "Better hope this AI gadget is good for
more than just quick text reports and checking off the daily punch list!"

“I really don’t want to pester the engineering department head about this, Charlie. Remember
whose idea it was to upgrade to VFDs in the first place. Ours!” worried young Bob.

Bob had just been placed by Resource Erectors in his new $200,000 position as a Six Sigma
specialist engineer in continuous improvement but is still a bit of a reckless innovator at age 31.
I know all this because I’ve ingested every AAC text and tech manual, along with the entire
human resource database. I wear a lot of hats at Acme Aggs and Cement.



Upon inspecting closeup images of the shredded bearings, I observed telltale pitting from
arcing erosion. Too bad Bob and Charlie hadn’t consulted me BEFORE deploying those VFDs.
Wonderful motor control gadgets they are indeed, but I could have prevented all this if they had
asked for my help. I already had the troublesome phenomenon in my electrical engineering
database.

Resonant frequency inductive arcing.
The damaging currents induced into motor bearings by variable frequency drives operate at
high frequencies. If this frequency corresponds to the bearing's natural resonant frequency, it
can cause exaggerated vibratory motion and localized heating within the bearing races.
This resonant condition dramatically increases the likelihood and severity of inductive arcing
(electric sparks) occurring as the bearing's steel components vibrate past one another. Over
time, these arcing discharges pit and erode the bearing surfaces.

"It appears your new VFDs may be inducing damaging bearing currents without proper
protection," I explained. As an AI, I understand how VFDs generate electromagnetic fields that
can accelerate wear.

To remedy this, I recommend:
● Check the grounding network
● Use filtering reactors to suppress radiated EMI based on my electrical knowledge; and
● Install Bearing filters to block currents that cause

With the right precautions, the plant could restart and resume production safely, I assured them.
My analysis resolved the shutdown, preventing downtime - exactly what they needed from Kal
Gal, their expert AI assistant.
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